FIFTH SCHEDULE

Article 9.

NEW ROADS WHICH MAY BE CONSTRUCTED

1. Construct a new road providing access from Fettercairn Road to the proposed Fettercairn Stop as shown on Plan No. A1-RO 19 C-D.

2. Construct a new roadway extending Citywest Avenue (existing Citywest Avenue to be completed to finished wearing course over its extent to the Citywest Road) with footpaths and cycle-paths in an easterly direction to the vicinity of the proposed Cheeverstown stop and retail kiosk to provide vehicular access to the said stop, the proposed electricity sub-station north of the stop and the proposed park and ride facility as shown on Plan No. A1-RO 19 E-F.

3. Construct a new roadway extending Citywest Avenue (existing Citywest Avenue to be completed to finished wearing course over its extent to the Citywest Road) with footpaths and cycle-paths in a south westerly direction to the vicinity of the proposed Citywest Campus stop to provide vehicular access to the said stop as shown on Plan No. A1-RO 19 F-G and Plan No. A1-RO 19 G-H.

4. Construct a new road providing access from Fortunestown Lane to the proposed electricity substation north of Saggart Stop as shown on Plan No. A1-RO 20 A-O.

Note: Some of the above works are in effect alterations of the existing road.